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" People think a lot of different
things when they're faced with a
knife. A lot of people are even more
afraid of a knife than a gun. They
think, 'Dead. Cut. Blood. Scars; rip·
ping of skin and tissue. Eyes stuck
out; internal organs punctured.
There's tremendous fear and terror.
" But, there's a beauty in a knife.
And what you have to do as a teacher,
almost the hardest thing you have to
do, is teach the person to get rid of all
that fear and realize the positive
energy about a knife. That doesn't
mean you get cocky. It means you
gain understanding."

Dan DiVito, an arnis expert and
fourth·degree tae kwon do black belt
who has devoted himself to discov·
ering new levels of understanding in
the martial arts, pOints these ideas
out because he fee ls they are too

common ly overlooked in self·defense
training. Teachers common ly aspire,

he feels, just to show students a few

How do you overcome your
fear and learn to defend
against the knife?

GRADIENTS

OF FEAR

TRAINING
WITH THE

FE

by J. Nagel

good techniques to use-on the off
chance that they might ever really be
attacked by a murderous, knife·wield·
ing assailant. The closest such a stu·
dent need come to reality is a diligent
practice of techniques-stab, side·
step, grab, twist the arm, kick, kick,
kick, and the fight "should" be over.
But what is often overlooked is the
spiritual aspect of facing a knife.
Which , DiVito insists, is at least as

important. It is a part of training he
himself begins with and never forgets.
"The first thing I do with a student
who wants to lea rn defense against
knives ," he explains, "is teach him to

face the knife itself. There are so
many things you have to be able to
handle-there's the opponent's mo·
tion , your own motion, the flow, the

energy, the presence of the opponent,
and then there's also just the knife

itself. More elementary than any tech·
nique is the ability to have the kni fe in
yo ur e nVironment, and to face it with
67
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The most basic drill in DiVito's system. The left hand goes
under (1) and around the bell (2), the body shilts 'and th e hand
continues the counterclockwise motion, gripping (3) the belt
a"d sliding downward. The opposite drill commences by mov·
ing over the belt (4&5), then around and gripping (6). Each mo·
tion should be practiced with both hands.

The same drill can be performed with a partner, adding in
slight variation s to increase practicality. DiVito 's hand goes
under (1), around (2) and grips his partner's wrist (3) a s in the
belt drill. The circular motion naturafly deflects the force of a
punch. The opposite motion (4·6) works equaJly well, and both
can be combined with kicks.
68
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In practice with a rubber knife, the
whole situation becomes more
realistic . The body shift (1&2) now
proves important, as do the timing , dis·
tancing and skillful execution. The arm
movements themselve s are still nearly
the same as in the first part of the belt
drill, with one change: DiVito's right
hand maintains control (3&4) and
twists his opponent's knife hand away
in a kind of wristlock, preparing the
kick (5).

familiarity and confidence rather than
fear."
For that reason, DiVito's knife·de·
fense program features a unique "get
aquainted" concept: he takes the new
student , via a number of physical
drills and psychological exercises,
beyond the level of isolated tech·
niques and to a who le new understanding and feeling toward kn ife
combat.
His first step is usually just to give
the student a knife. Let him hold the
knife, feel its weight, touch the pOint,

the edge, move it around lightly in the
air. "You 'd be surprised at the emo·
tions people have gOing on about
knives," DiVito explains. "Some people feel they cou ld never even hold a
knife in their hand. Well, then, how
could they possibly defend them·
selves against it?" But people are
taught to face their fears in DiVito's
class on what he calls a " grad ient
scale."
First they become acquainted with
th e knife itself; and th en they are in·
troduced to a set of innocuous drills

-the furth est thing in the world, to an
untrained observor, from knife·fighting.
The student begins alone, with a
belt that is attached at one end to a
post or doorknob. He performs vari·
ous arm'circling and maneuvering
drills, at his own speed , without an
opponent. The idea is not to teach
techniques at this stage of the game,
DiVito insists, but to get the new student to understand some basic con·
cepts of movement-circling to the
inside, circling to th e outSide, in wide
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Or, the same basic motion as in the
second half of the belt drill can be us·
ed to move in on an opponent. DiVito's
hope is not to teach techniques per se,
but to instill the concepts of evasion,
circularity and counterattack. Here, he
controls the attacker's knife hand (1&2)
and moves in past the knife (3). Jam·
ming the .opponent's right arm with his
own right shoulder, DiVito applies a
choke (4&5).
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Finally. against a feal knife, DiVito ;s confident, efficient, and

brutal. His basic motion is that of the belt drill's first half, but
performed with the right arm. From a balanced ready posture,
he controls the attacker's knife hand and moves in (2). His
fight arm moves under and around in a clockwise motion,
while his left hand still grips 'the opponent's wrist (3). As the
circle is completed, DiVito's wristlock drags his opponent
down for a kick to the head (4).

or small ci rcles: the basic motions of
almost any parry, block or joint lock.
Such individual drills allow a student
to work from high speed to low speed,
to innovate whenever he may feel

ready, and above all to grow comfortable, natural , with the basic motions
of self-defense.
Next, the same sort of drill can be
applied empty-handed with a partner.
The studen t at this stage naturally
begins to " feel " for himself th e concepts and techniques from the belt
drill that can be applied to th e human
arm. " Empty-handed is a little more
real than doing the drill with a belt,"
DiVito explains, "and we're trying to
make it real. Make it real gradually,
but make it reaL "
At some stage, therefore, the partners mu st work with knives. They can
70

begin with rubber knives if they like
-there's no danger that way, and at
least they get the general feel of a
knife, the ex ten sion and the basic
idea. But, DiVito also poi nts out ,
" there's a whole finesse to working
with the knile, too, Ihat you can on ly
discover through actually doing it."
When applying the blocks and parries
or jOint locks, th e stud ent must have
an idea 01 where the point of a knife
would be at each stage of a cert ain
move, where the edge might be, what
an opponen t could be expected to do
wi th the knife while the disarm is attempted . "There 's not much room for

mistakes in handling a knife," as
DiVito makes plain. "Either you win or

you die."
So it is preferred that Di Vi to 's
student s also eventually begin work-

ing their drills with wooden knives or
real , taped blades. "That's just one
more step

in th e process,"

says

Di Vi to, "working the drills with a stiff
blade, instead of one that will bend
harmlessly. You're not going to get
cut or stuck, because the blade is
taped. Yes , it's more dangerou s than

a rubber knife, but the student shou ld
be more prepared to deal with it by
then, too. You have to feel that blade
when you do the drill , because it 's
completely different working with a
stiff blade than a fl exible one_We try
to get as close to reality as we can."
What DiVito is trying to do with
these drill s is subtle. Not only is he
hoping to prepare a student physically for an encounter against a knifefighter; he also hopes to " establish a
communication" between the st uden t

and the knife. Here some very unusual
exercises co me in.

" What I'll do somet imes," Di Vito
says, " is have the student lake a cut.
The blade is taped, of course, so no·
body really gets hurt. But I'll have one
student slash, then I'll say, 'okay now
take the cut , take th e cut,' and the
oth er student wi ll ac tually move into
the path of the knife. I'll have them do
thi s with th eir eyes closed, too. Or I'll
slow the moti on down, slow it down,
slow it down. What this does is allow
the individual to take controt of the
knife. 'Okay, you have the. knife and I
don't; but I have just as much control
as you do.' You see, if they can intentionall y take the cut, well then,
pychologically, they can also decide,
'thi s time I'm going to avoid the cut,'
and they can sidestep. There 's a really powerful psychologica l barrier here
that gets broken down ."
This

parti cu lar exercise

is

so

powerful in its effects, says DiVito,
th at student s often fee l they can
" see" the path of th e knife blindfolded. "There's such a strong emotion going on when you can 't see and

you kn ow you're goi ng to take that
cut . You establish a whole new sensitivity to the weapon," he says.
Throughout thi s process, students
are becoming acclimated , in a sense,

to the knife. Th ey are learning to move
in certain ways against the knife; th ey
are overcoming their own in stinctual

"I'll have one student
slash, then I'll sa y,
'okay now take the
cut, ta ke the cut . .. ' "
or irrational fea rs of the kni fe, and

they are learning to understand it as a
weapon. One area of crucial importance remains- the opponent.

" Some people think that a person's only going to move one way
with the knife," says DiVito, " but
they 're wrong. A guy might not thrust
with the knife; he may slice. Or he
may chop at you. Maybe he's going to
move in, maybe he's not. Th ere are so

many different ways to move with a
kn ife! "
Th ere are, in fact, as many ways to
move as there are potential opponen ts. To deal with that problem, actu al fighting scenarios are set up in
DiV ito's classes. " I'll put on different
identities, th at is, 'be' different ways,
and attack the students," he says. " I'l l
Continued on page 89
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take a knife and fight them, as if I
were afraid, or sloppy, or drunk; or
overwhelming, or vicious. Because

martial arts are not only arts of mo·
tion, they are arts of 'being.' What
happens is that you may get a guy
who's big and vicious, or a guy who's
little and sneaky-how do you handle
a guy who's sneaky? Or, maybe
there 's a guy who looks totally unas·
sum ing, and all of a sudden he's a
deadly killer. How do you handle that
on the street? How do you even
perceive that it's there? It's a confron·
tation of bodies, but it's also some·
th ing else.

"So often, what's
going on spiritually is
overlooked . .. "
"So often," says DiVito, "what's

going on spiritually is overlooked by
the martial artist, or misunderstood.
So what I want to do is develop drills
and experien ces that will handle that.
Meaning this: not just Sitting down
and thinkin g, but actually doing
things that will make the guy more
confident. And not just more confi·
dent, but dri ll s that wi ll take all this
dispersed and scattered, terrorized
energy and turn it into a more uti-

lizable form. That way, the person
faces a knife, and instead of being
scattered all over and feeling weak
and shaking, he is ab le to take that
energy and use it to be centered, be·
cause he knows he can confront the

sit uation. He can confront th e knife. "
)0(

